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For the Love of Hills 
What do you think of when you think of Rosslyn?  Hills?  What’s better than hills?  Back Checks? 

And How’s Her Bush took off without telling 
Brew Crew the location of the beer check (see 
Violations).  Before the hounds were released, 
Utter Ho educated us on the SH*T Hash 
markings.  Despite short attention spans, being 
stupid and not listening, we managed to find 
the beer check AND the closing circle.  We only 
lost about 6 or 7 virgins.  If you see them, tell 
them the war is over and they should go home. 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER 

I heard Burnt Sox telling virgin Just Dee that the Hash Trash is a weekly newsletter.  Its weekly if you’re 
lucky.  Its definitely not news.  And with the atrocious grammar, it barely qualifies as a letter.  But yeah, 
it’s a newsletter.  Its informative…if you believe everything you read.  SUCKERS!  It has pictures.  We like 
pictures. 

 
Just Kevin Designated Beer Bitch 
I tried to get the dirt on Just Kevin, but he wasn’t giving up any dirt.  But he is cumming to 
the camping trip.  So we can sleep with him and name him on the same weekend.  What 
goes at the camping trip, stays at the camping trip. 
 
 



Definitions 
Shiggy Nasty, unpleasant obstacles encountered on the trail. Generally, these are natural and not man-

made, e.g., dense brush, mud, briars, foul-smelling glop, swamps. Fellow hashers are usually 
excluded from this category. 

FRBs (Front Running Bastards) These are the overachieving hashers who forgot that the hash is a 
non- competitive event for beer drinkers. You continually find them showing off at the front of the 
pack. 

SCBs (Short Cutting Bastards) These are sneaky, clever hashers who manage to find a shorter 
(usually unmarked) route to the beer, without getting themselves completely lost, or arrested.  

Virgin No, we are not naïve enough to mean this literally! This term refers to otherwise normal people 
who participate in their first hash. This designation may or may not correspond to the individual's 
sexual status. 

Whining Trying to make any semblance of a defense against any violation charges. Expect to perform a 
Down Down if found guilty. 

Mismanagement The group of half-brains who mistakenly thought they were volunteering for some 
sexual adventure when asked what position they wanted to be in. 

Hash Cash Usually, the hasher driving the nicest car, paid for with funds skimmed from the hash. The 
Hash Cash acts as the treasurer. 

Scribe Usually, the only hasher stupid enough to admit possessing writing skills. Publishes the weekly 
Hash Trash. A good person to suck up to if you want your name in/out of the Hash Trash. 

 

Violations 
And How’s Her Bush (Stupidity)-Not telling Brew Crew the location of the 
beer check 

Rocket Socket, Titanic, and Gimme a Dick (Racing)-ON THE 
WALKER’S TRAIL 

Senior Doucheberg – Do I have to elaborate? 

Rose Butt – You had to be there.  Something about female salamanders. 

Roll Over Bitch (Incest) – He violated his Dad, Ass Hopper. 

Titley Winks for violating me. 

 

Nuts (and Berries) 
Hares: And How’s Her Bush, Utter Ho, So Hot I’ll Turn 

you Gay 

Virgins: Just Aaron, Nathan, Mike, Laura, Echo, Meg, 
Jessica, Jackie, Dee 

Visitors: Rosebutt, Dos Cum a Lot, Big Gulp 

Analversaries: Sticky Throttle (Mug Club) 
Runway Snatch (Mug Club) 

Long Time No Seers: Arake, And How’s Her Bush, 
Burnt Sox, Never Cums, Senior 
Doucheberg 

Quote of the 
Week 

“It’s a wet one.” 
Gimme a Dick 

Mr Softie asked 
Tapped Three Times 
“Do you want it now?” 


